
The 2018 China Automation Industry Annual Conference and 13th Chinese 
Automation Industries Event Awards Ceremony were held in Shaoxing, 
Zhejiang Province. Delta was awarded three major awards for its outstand-
ing performance in the industrial automation market last year. The awards 
include the "2017 Top 10 China Automation Field Company of the Year", the 
"2017 China Automation Field Person of the Year" for Andy Liu (IABG 
General Manager), and the "2017 Top 10 China Automation Field 
User-Trusted Product" for the standard compact vector control inverter 
M300 series. To date, Delta has received awards at this ceremony for 12 
consecutive years, from which the company was awarded "Top 10 Compa-
ny of the Year" award 9 times.

 As the newly appointed young leader of IABG, Andy is leading the IABGs 
in a continuous march forward. The illustrious sales performance in 2017 for industrial automation far exceeded 
expectations. Andy pointed out that smart manufacturing is the future industry trend and will be the key competi-
tiveness to be reinforced for global enterprises. Therefore, Delta will continue the course that has been set forth, 
which is to strengthen the strategies for industrial automation and seize opportunities to develop smart manufac-
turing in a hope of attaining new heights.

Delta's compact standard vector control inverter M300 series offers many advantages such as compactness, high 
functionality, highly reliable, and convenient installation. It transforms every invested industrial resource into bountiful 
results. The optimized structure and screw-less terminal design offer accessible examination and maintenance proce-
dures while saving installation and repair times. The friendly user interface allows easy configuration of the parameters 
by using options of functions. The built-in USB allows quick copying of parameters and increases productivity.

Selection of "2017 Companies from the Industry for Intelligent Buildings in 
China with Ingenious Product and Brand" is the first major award in build-
ing automation for the year of 2018. Delta is honored to be listed among 
the selection as a top-10 company with ingenious product and brand in the 
"Intelligent Lighting System" category. Around the same period, the "2018 
Influential Brands in the Industry for Intelligent Building" also revealed the 
final list. Delta’s perfect performance in the market in 2017 also got it 
rewarded with the award of "2018’s Most Influential Product Agency in the 
Industry for Intelligent Building".

Zhao Guochao, Director of the Products Division for Smart Buildings, DGC, 
indicated that the market for intelligent building has arrived at a critical 
phase of accelerated development. This is a precious opportunity of development for Delta, the company devoted 
to using technological innovations to create comfortable building environments for its clients. In the past few years, 
Delta has experienced enormous growth in monitoring of building equipment and intelligent lighting. Through a 
series of influential engineering projects and the company's own rich set of professional skills, Delta has become a 
renowned company in the industry for  intelligent buildings. The consecutive awards demonstrated a high level of 
recognition for Delta from its industry clients. The further integration and development of Delta's building automa-
tion business will certainly help the company attain new heights.

Delta has devoted a lot into the development of building automation in recent years. The company has two major 
product series in the field of building controls: LOYTEC and Delta Controls, which helps its customers create the 
overall building automation framework and achieve win-win in both user comfort and efficiency of energy consump-
tion for buildings. In the field of smart lighting, it also continues to develop green and energy-efficient lighting 
solutions, satisfying the customer's needs in areas of street, building, commercial, and industrial lighting.
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